Introduction
Pulse position modulation (PPM) signaling is favored in intensity modulated/direct detection (IM/DD) systems that have average power limitations [1] . Combining PPM with WDM over a fiber link (WDM/PPM) enables multiple accessing and increases the link's throughput. Electronic bandwidth and synchronization advantages are further gained by mapping the time slots of PPM onto a code space, or code/pulse-position-swapping (C/PPS) [2] [3] [4] . The property of multiple bits per symbol typical of PPM can be combined with multiple accessing by using wavelength/time [W/T] codes [5] in C/PPS. This paper compares the performance of WDM/PPM and C/PPS for equal wavelengths and bandwidth.
Technical Discussion
The data rate R p for conventional M-ary PPM signaling is given by
where T s is the slot time. The throughput Th p for WDM/PPM with W wavelengths (and therefore W users) is then
Th p =WR p =(Wlog 2 M)/(MT s )
In this part of the discussion we assume M=32 and W=8 (later, in the discussion associated with Fig.1 , we let M and W vary from 4 to 32). Corresponding expressions for data rate R c and throughput Th c for C/PPS with k concurrent users are:
where T c is the chip time of the codes used, which have a code set cardinality of 32, each with a code length of 4T c , based on W=8 [5] . If we now assume equal electronic bandwidth (i.e., T s =T c ), then R c >R p when k=1 (C/PPS is, after all, a form of bit-parallel transmission). Th c =Th p , but WDM/PPM has more concurrent users (8) . If we consider the case of C/PPS where the number of users equals the number of wavelengths (W=k=8), then R c >R p and Th c > Th p . This solution is equivalent to 4-ary C/PPS with eight users (k=8), and our previous work on virtual quadrant 16-ary receivers [6] [7] [8] is applicable. Fig. 1 shows a comparison of the data rates and the throughputs when T c =T s , plotted against the number of wavelengths (which is the same as the number of users in the case of WDM/PPM). The crossover for R c >R p occurs at six wavelengths because of the construction of the W/T codes. R p is monotonically decreasing because the frame time is increasing with M, whereas the frame time for C/PPS is either constant or decreasing. In addition, the number of codes are increasing with W. The throughput for C/PPS exceeds that of WDM/PPM (Th c >Th p ), but the number of concurrent users is less for C/PPS than for WDM/PPM. Fig. 1 also includes the throughput when C/PPS has the same number of users as wavelengths. C/PPS still has a higher throughput; however, this is at the expense of multiuser interference [8] , which will affect quality of service (QoS). 
Summary and Conclusions
C/PPS is a flexible multibit per symbol modulation format. It has the same architecture as PPM, but has greater bandwidth efficiency. It can utilize a code set to maximize the data rate of a particular user or distribute its codes to various users at different data rates. In the latter case, it is important to consider the associated effects on QoS. C/PPS is less sensitive to synchronization than PPM because the code defines the slot, independent of time-of-arrival. More research on virtual quadrants [6, 7] and multiuser detection [9] is needed for C/PPS because the C/PPS transmission is broadcast-like and all decoders have signals.
